
IMMJ Intensive 2 - Call Sheet
Fill this sheet out and give to all team members at least 24 hours pre shoot.

1: SERIES TITLE: 

2: KEY CONTACT & NOTES

3: BASIC INFO

Series Title & Client

Girl City China Daily

1 x main contact student name and number / Wechat:

Important Notes
No posting to social media on the day without prior approvals from client 
(Any others ?)

Main info
Story Title:

Main story subject contact phone / WeChat

Professional/tutor phone number:

Professional/tutor phone number:

1 x main contact student and phone 
number:
1 x student and phone numbers:

1 x student and phone numbers:

Date of Shoot:

Weather forecast:

Time: xxam to xxpm

Location address:

Meeting point address:
Eng & Chi and insert map ref
Dress code: (Smart or casual / outdoor or 
indoor?)



4: ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES:
During the shoot, your external professional/tutor will be the director, they may also 
step into other audio/video/reporting roles at times to demonstrate how things are done. 
That’s not ‘cheating’ the idea is that you all work side by side together to observe how 
professionals really work in the field while being coached and directed. However you will 
need to prepare hard for your own role. So if it’s your job to set up the audio, you’d have 
better tested your set up a few times and you’d better be practiced and be able to 
smoothly mic up your subject. Students will take other roles Other roles maybe producer, 
main camera, b camera, reporter/interviewer, photographer, producer. Some students 
will have more than one role. But roles and responsibilities must be fixed well before the 
shoot.

5: KEY STORY INFORMATION/OUTLINE:
Depending on the information you have been able to collect so far and if you’ve been 
able to do a pre interview or not, what is the basic outline and focus of your story?

6: KEY STYLE INSPIRATIONS:
2 - 3 links

Shoot Day Roles & Responsibilities 
external professional/tutor

Student 1

Student 2

Student 3

Key Story Information/outline:

Key Style Inspirations:



7: TIME PLAN:
You will need to find out what’s happening throughout the day, what you can and can’t 
shoot. Maximise the day and don’t waste opportunities. For example if you are going to a 
school, get there as early as possible before class starts so you can start building some 
trust and start interacting and looking for potential subjects if you haven’t already fixed 
one. Depending on how much you’ve been able to plan, map out the key timings and 
events. You’ll need to try and get some information ahead of time about what’s 
happening when - ask your subject for their regular schedule and try to work around their 
natural schedule as much as possible. Try to schedule a ‘mid shoot check in’. This is 
where team members come together to discuss what has been captured and what’s 
missing / still needed. Prioritise, you may not be able to cover everything - but you’ll 
need to cover the most important things in the remaining time. The focus should have 
become clear and there should be some clear plot points for the narrative arc. Discuss 
what the potential main conflict / tension of the story is as well as the turning point and 
resolution. Do you have a strong intro quote and or visuals? Is your subject comfortable? 
Is there anything you need to do to make them more comfortable? 

Schedule:

AM

PM

Eve

ETC

Mid shoot check in 



8: Interview & Question list (6 - 8 key questions) Think WWWW&H and 
questions that will reveal options for sound bytes for exposition, conflict, 
resolution. Also think about questions that will elicit emotion, character and 
anecdotes. Where might you do the interview? Will it be stationary / walk around 
or a mixture? What are your audio solutions? Revise at ‘check in’

9: Shot list - Video Which scenes and sequences will be important to SHOW 
your story. Anticipate any opportunities to do something special/creative with the 
visuals, attaching a POV camera, doing a time lapse, a series of video portraits 
etc. Revise at ‘check in’

10: Shot list - Photo Think about shooting for verticals, horizontals and images 
that maybe cropped square for social. You’ll also need a photo for your graphic 
element, which allows space for text. 

11: Two sentence story focus. What’s the story about and why should an 
audience care? You might be able to do this pre-shoot. If not you must get 
together and do it mid shoot during the ‘check in’ Revise this together mid shoot.

12: Two or three strongly relevant links to contextual news reports etc for 
background information

13. Gear List - Make sure you know exactly what each person will be using and 
what extras you will be bringing. Who is responsible for what?

14. Narrative arc - Sure, at this stage you are just anticipating. If you’ve had the 
chance for a preinterview you should have a rough idea of what the story will be 
about. Revise this together mid shoot. 

15. Team delegations - Exactly what will each member be responsible for during 
pre-production / production and post production? Don’t forget you’ll need to back 
up, transcribe and translate interviews and log footage after shoot. Who will do 
what?

16. Synch your cameras - Are you shooting on more than one camera, do you 
have different camera models? You must synchronise your specs, picture style 
and colour balance if you have more than one shooter. If possible shoot on either 
25 FPS and keep you shutter speed to 50. Or 30 FPS and keep your shutter 
speed at 60. Try to keep iso’s below 800 whenever possible. If you are confused 
about this ASK!!!



17 STORY STRUCTURE & VIDEO FORMAT

Making a short form documentary with a really compelling story arc in a single day is not 
easy and takes work. Also, typical Girl City stories are essential profiles - and may not 
have an obvious narrative arc. Many short form documentary stories often centre on 
issues or events and often lend themselves more easily to natural story arcs. So you are 
going to have to do some work to find the conflict / tension / challenge / struggle and 
climax in your profile stories - and to have visuals that are relevant and compelling. This 
requires good planning beforehand as well as listening and looking for opportunities 
throughout the shoot. 

Above is a very rough story structure but, depending on the subject matter and how you 
design your story arc, you don’t have to follow “Scene 1” and “Scene 2” specifically. 
However, this is a simple way to arrange your story if you have to do it fast. 

It starts with the best quote of the character, along with strong visuals that immediately
show the audience a clear idea of what the character does. Edit with a background 
music. The first 5 seconds are crucial because the first scenes decide whether the 
audience will continue watching the story.

The intro is followed by a quick appearance of the title while the background music fades 
out. The main body of the story starts with what the character does (Scene 1). Then 
bring the story to the next level - sometimes it’s the character starting to talk about his 
challenges, or why it’s important for her to do what she’s doing, or shedding light to an 
ongoing issue or trend in the society, etc.

And lastly, bring the story to a conclusion, which ends with a soundbite. Outro music 
comes to a stop as the China Daily logo shows.

Text slides may used throughout the video to provide facts, background information, 
story context, or to give simpler summarisation replacing long soundbites.

Whichever way you approach your story you do need a beginning, middle and 
end, with a narrative arc.

INTRO 
SCENE 2

CONFLICT DILEMMA /
STRUGGLE OUTRO

SCENE 1 
EXPOSITION + 

CHARACTER 
SCENE 3

CLIMAX / RESOLUTIONTitle



Sketch out your narrative arc



17. Notes


